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Abstract-Space charge polarizationinvolving an electrode reaction with surface adsorption is examined. As
recently demonstrated by L@i, the presence of such a process may be represented using a complex,
frequency-dependent rate constant. L&~yi’srate constant is shown to be normally a special case of a more general
complex rate constant following from earlier work of Armstrong and others on electrode reactions with an adsorbed
intermediate species. An exact expression, based on earlier work of one of the authors, is given for the impedance of
a u&univalent extrinsicconduction system with mobile charges of only a single sign and for which the. electrode
processes involve such adsorbed intermediate species. Conditions are then found which reduce the exact results to
the approximate expressions for series capacitance and resistance derived by Lanyi for his special case of
calcium-doped NaCl. These conditions are well sat&t% for his specitic choices of parameter values. Curves showing
the exact frequency response of various series and parallel quantities are presented, togaher with complex
impedance. plane results. Fiiy,
it is shown how under conditions that include the range of usual experimental
interest the entire space-charge, electron reaction/adsorPtion system can be well represented by a simple equivalent
circuit of frequency-independent elements.
INTRODUCTION

the interesting and valuable paper by L@i[l],
“Polarization in Ionic Crystals with Incompletely Blocking Electrode”, a frequencydependent,
complex
electrode-reaction rate constant, k* = k’ + ik”, is introduced in an effort to explain a.c. space charge polarization
results for calciumdoped NaCl, probably measured in the
range of 4OOAOOT. Unyi assumes that only cation
vacancies are mobile (here termed a one-mobile situation)
and states that his theoretical approach involving k* leads
to better agreement with experiment than is possible with
earlier theories which use a real, frequency-independent
rate constant&51.
L&nyi suggests that his formalism, a generalization of
earlier workt2-41 to a complex rate constant situation,
particularly applies to polarization cells of the non-parentmetal electrode[6], such as PtlNaCl(Pt, which he expects
may sustain steady, stationary currents. Since his k*
approaches zero as o, the radial frequency of the a-c.
applied voltage, goes to zero, however, his treatment
reduces to complete blocking in this limit and thus cannot
lead to non-zero d.c. conductance, in contradistinction to
the results of earlier theories. It is not clear whether LAnyi
includes time-invariant d.c. under “stationary” current.
Note that a direct current may not actually be stationary
even though it does not change perceptibly during the
time of an experiment (or 0-A). For such quasi-stationary
situations, it is necessary that k* be non-zero at least
In
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down to o,+, the minimum frequency of measurement in
the a.c. case.
Elsewhere, Lgnyi’s work has been shown to be a
special case of a more general approach involving an
electrode reaction with an adsorbed intermediate species
present [7]. Quasistatic calculations leading to the differential capacitance arising in an electrolyte system when
specific ionic adsorption takes place at an electrode are
well known[8]. In addition, there has been considerable
earlier work published on small-signal a.c. response in the
adsorbed intermediate situation. In particular, it is worth
citing 1970 and 1974 papers by Epelbom et al.[9, lo] and
1972 and 1974 papers by Armstrong et al.[11,12] on the
a.c. impedance of complex electrochemical reactions.
Other earlier related work is cited by Armstrong. These
calculations, which do not involve a complex rate
constant approach, apply best to a supported electrolyte
situation, however, and should be appreciably less
applicable to LBnyi’s unsupported case[7J. The complex
rate constant approach, introduced by Lbnyi[ll, can apply
to either supported or unsupported conditions[7] and is
thus more comprehensive. It has been shown
elsewhere[T how it may be extended to encompass more
general electrode and bulk conduction conditions than
those treated by Lanyi.
The formal treatment of Ref. [7l demonstrates how the
various specific parameters which enter the complex rate
constant approach to electrode reactions with adsorption
can be expressed in terms of more basic response
parameters of the overall system. It also shows in
principle how the a.c. response of the system may be
calculated explicitly in the general intrinsic-extrinsic
conduction case involving charges of both signs mobile.
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No interpretive numerical or pictorial results are given,
however, and the present paper remedies this lack for
Lanyi’s specific case: strongly extrinsic n-type ionic
Schottky-defect materials with positive charges taken
immobile.
m

where k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the absolute
temperature, e is the protonic charge, and no is the
equilibrium bulk concentration of unassociated, mobile
cationic vacancies. Larryi’s approximate result for Cs (his
eqn 34) may now be written in the more transparent form

SEIUNXCAPACITANCE

One of Lanyi’s most signiticant results in his expression
for series capacitance per unit electrode area, Cs, as a
function of o. The unit-area qualifier will be omitted for
brevity in the rest of this paper. In order to make direct
contact with earlier work, it will be convenient to express
L&nyi’s result in terms of dimensionless variables. Define
the dielectric relaxation time as 7D = E /h7, where 6 and
(T are the bulk permittivity and conductivity. Introduce
the normalized frequency n = WTD.Further, let [2,4]
r.,=(l/D”)k~
and r.,=TD(k,/h),
where the r’s are
dimensionless boundary value parameters which are
simply related to the real k. and k, rate constants
introduced by Larryi. Here 1 is the separation length of
identical plane parallel electrodes; 4 is the diffusion
coefficient for cation vacancies; k. and k, are ordinary
electrochemical rate constants for forward and backward
reactions; and lo is defined by Larryi as the thickness of
the layer on the surface of the electrode in which
neutralized ions may be deposited. An internal relaxation
time associated with the adsorption process (not necessarily that measured externally for the system as a whole)
may also be defined from r. I as T = TO/r" I = b/k,. be
then finds, on using LStnyi’s derived frequency dependence for k*, the following expression for the complex,
dimensionless boundary condition parameter r t,

The presence of specitic adsorption has thus led to the
replacement of the conventional constant boundary
condition parameter by a frequencydependent complex
quantity. As fI+O, &+O, and for sl+@~, rS.+r.,.
Note that when r,,, = 0, rL = r.*, equivalent to the
frequency-independent quantity previously termed r. IS]
or p [4]. In the one-mobile situation, the corresponding
boundary condition parameter for positive charges, r, or
r$ may be taken identically zero[l3].
In the conventional treatment, r” =0 ensures that
negative charges are completely blocked at the electrode
while r. +m specifies an infinitely fast (relative to other
system processes) electrode reaction rate. Further interpretation of r., will be given later in this paper. The
condition ml +O leads to T +W The resulting rtL = r.,
case may be physically interpreted as a parent metal
electrode situation: that where the mobile charges in the
material of interest are ions of the electrode atoms. Then
the ions can discharge in the ordinary way, building up the
electrode. There is therefore no effective adsorption and
rX will be real and frequency independent.
Now define a Debye length in the one-mobile situation
as LDt, and let M1 = 1/2LD1. Here
(2)

+a)Z+02
cs/co=rz.,(l
r’.,(l+cr)+R2’
where
a = L,/Lm = [ko/(k,/lo)l/Lm
=

(T&/b,)(dh)

(kTle)(C,/enoLoI)(r,Jr,J
= (2M,)-‘(hh,)
= (~~M,)(T/TD).
=

(4)

Here C, ~614~1 is the geometrical capacitance of the
system, and CO= M,C, = c /87rLDI is the capacitance of
two equal d&se double layers in series when MI % 1 and
LD, is the appropriate Debye length. Note that the high
frequency limiting value of the bulk conductance is
G, = J?,-’ = (e/l)(p&, where the Einstein relation D. =
(kT/e)Cc, has been used in eqn (4), and CL.is the vacancy
mobility. The dielectric relaxation time, TD, is also equal to
RX,. The quantity L, in (4) is an effective recombination
or reaction length.
Equation (3) shows that Cs + Co for R * r, ,( 1 t a); i.e.
0 P T-‘(1 t a) = (k,/lJ t (ko/LD,). This limit is essentially
correct[l4] for a fully dissociated, one-mobile, situation
as long as the resulting tic I, the main area of interest in
space charge polarization experiments[l3-151. But note
that m ,(l t a) may possibly exceed unity. Then CS no
longer reduces exactly to Co and must be calculated in the
n 5 1 region from the exact results developed later in this
paper. When rnl#O and tI+O, Cs+C~~=C&+a),
possibly much greater than Co. Note that the smaller ml
and thus the larger a, however, the lower the frequency
range at which the transition to CSOtakes place. Clearly, a
determines the amount of low-frequency-limiting capacitance of the system, Coa = (r,,/2r.,)C,, arising directly
from specific adsorption.
When r,, # 0 and r,, = 0, eqn (3) yields
Cs --)Co[1 + (r.m/2M,)‘R-7,

(5)

which goes to m as a-8. Lzinyi argues that this reduction
leads to the Beaumont-Jacobs (BJ) series capacitance [4],
which he states also follows a oV2 dependence at low o
values. This conclusion is incorrect. Beaumont and
Jacobs implicitly take r., = 0 and actually work with the
components of the polarization admittance of their
system[4,5,161, Y2,where Y2= YT- (G, t id,), and YT
is the total admittance. They calculate no series expressions themselves. ‘Ihe parallel components of YZ=
Gz+ id
should not be used directly to obtain series
components from Z2 = Y2-’ as Lanyi evidently did since
this procedure does not in general lead to a physically
significant series capacitance.
The BJ results are actually consistent [ 131with the very
general equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1[5,13-161 for
which G,=R,-’ = Roe’ +R,-‘. In the one-mobile BJ
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situation, where rz = r,, = p, the d.c. resistance, R, is not
infinite, as it is in myi’s treatment, unless p = 0. In fact,
one 6nds [5,13,15], RD = (1+2pP)R,
and RE =
(1+05p)R,. The circuit of Fig. 1 is constructed with a
maximum number of frequency-independent elements,
includes the necessary C, and % in their proper places,
and puts all frequency dependent elements in the
impedance 2,. #en
the series quantities Ci(w) and
R,(o) are calculated[l3] from the BJ result for Z,, one
Ends that both ci and R, properly approach constant
values as 0 +O. This result was, in fact, well known long
before L.&~‘S work[5,13-161. The quantities Ci and Ri
are the physically sign&ant series elements here. It is not
physically meaningful, however, to express the total ZT
only in terms of overall series elements (not C, and R,)
when RD< m since the series capacitance thus obtained
will then indeed show a o -* dependence as o -0. Since
the high-frequency-limiting resistance R, is made up from
R,,, the discharge or d.c. resistance, and RE in parallel, it is
clear that when R, = Q,and the d.c. conductance is zero, RE
is just R,. As the following work demonstrates, this is just
the case in Lanyi’s ml # 0 situation of pure adsorption. It
is not the case, however, where the situation is not
restricted to pure adsorption and RD is tinite.
FXACTRESULTS
FOR TRB

ONE-MOBILE
CONDUCllON SI’IVATION

L&G’s
expressions for series capacitance and resistance are derived for a u&univalent situation in which
only negative charges are mobile. An exact solution of the
general space charge-electrode reaction problem has been
given, however, in which valences of positive and
negative charges are taken arbitrary and both positive and
negative species may be mobile with arbitrary
mobiities[5l. Further, this solution involves arbitrary r,
and m boundary condition parameters instead of the
L&i special choices r, = 0 and m given by eqn (1). Thus,
the above solution may be readily extended to include
more general complex frequency-dependent expressions
for r, and r. than those applicable in L@i’s special
situation.
For example, consider the work of Armstrong and
collaborators[ 11,121 on reactions with adsorbed intermediates which results directly in expressions for the
faradaic admittance of the surface processes. As shown
above, L.&ny?s complex rate constant obeys the limiting
a&ions
rt+O as o-0 and rt+r., as O+W Since
6nite rate constants contribute to the admittance of the
system and since Armstrong’s analysis shows that the
limiting values of the contribution to the conductance G,

from electrode processes only, are (for the ArmstrongHenderson model) G +R,’ (not the R, of the present
paper) as o +a and G +R_-’ + RL’ as o -0, the effect
of an adsorbed intermediate species can cause the
complex rate constant r t to go not to zero as o + 0 but to
some 6nite value, say rno.This additional dimensionless
boundary condition parameter, which will be zero (Myi)
or positive in most but not all[ 111cases of interest, here
determines the R. and RE of Fig. 1 through RLW=
RD/R,=[1+(2/rno)] and REN=R~/R,=[l+(m~/2)1
in
the one-mobile situation. The expressions for the normalized quantities RD~ and RaN are more complicated in the
general case[5,13,15] but still involve m. and its analogue
rpO.The more general form of r!: consistent with the
Armstrong-Henderson analysis is, therefore,
Cm..- rno)
r?:= r., -1+&r ’
which correctly satisfies the above limiting conditions. In
order to make contact with L&i’s complex rate constant
rtL (eqn 1) we identify the above time constant T with
TDIr. ,, giving
r*=
Ii

flL+

r.d% + illrnlhm- r-0)
r'.,td

(6)

which reduces to L&nyi’s rate constant,

in the limit r.,, + 0. The above very heuristic derivation of
r!: has been avoided in subsequent work[71. There, an ab
initio calculation leads to eqn (5) above for rt and to
explicit expressions for r.,, T, and rmoas well in terms of
more basic properties of the material of interest and the
electrode reactions present.
Consider now an extrinsic or intrinsic conduction
situation involving, for simplicity, equal valence numbers
for positive and negative mobile charges but arbitrary
mobiities for these species. when an adsorbed intermediate species is present, the exact impedance results
for this case may be obtained merely by replacing the r,
and m factors appearing in the full solution[5] by r: and
rt terms of the form of eqn (5). Such replacement is valid
for eqns (A33) to (A43) of Ref. [5] but, because eqn (A43)
involves the Q = 0 values of r: and rt, the analysis
leading to an explicit expression for the ZI = Ri + (i&i)-’
of Fig. 1 must be slightly generalized when r$ and r!: are
frequency dependent.
Frequency response results and complex impedance
plane plots for the above rather general situation will be
published elsewhere. The general expressions for the
admittance Y2or the impedance zi are quite complicated
in this situation but simplify greatly in the present
one-mobile case. They will, therefore, be given here for
this situation only, using the general expression of eqn (5)
for rZ rather than the eqn (1) special form following from
L&nyi’s work. In the one-mobile situation with negative
charges mobile, r: may be. taken identically zero since
immobile carriers do not react at the electrodes.
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Consider normalized quantities, denoted by a subscript
“N.” Normalize capacitances with C, and resistances and
impedances with R,. If CL.and CLI,
are the mobilities of the
mobile species, the present one-mobile limit involves
G, = CL./p,, -03. The parameter or, = znIs of the general
theory is unity here in the equal valence number case.
Then let z,, = Z~= z~.Simplification in the rr,,,+ m limit is
easiest when the 0,’ eigenvalues of the theory are chosen
as in eqns (A7) and (A8) of Ref. 1151.Then B~*-tim and
02’+ 6. (1 + in), where here
s. = no/(no+pcl),

(8)

and no and p. are equilibrium bulk values of the negative
and positive charge concentrations. In the rZ = 1 intrinsic
conduction situation, no = PO, while when the system is
strongly n-type extrinsic, as in Larryi’s doped NaCl case,
no ~poI51.
define
M = 1/OLD, where
LO = LDZ=
Next,
[ekT/4?r(z,e)*(no t po)$.Note that M(h): = M, when ?r, =
1 and LD, is generalized to include z.. Let
tz = M& ctnh (Mb) - 1
=M,(lti@ctnh[M1(ltiR~]-1,

(9)

1nm= (r., - r.0).

(10)

and

When m. = 0, p = Mm. The total parallel capacitance in
the R+O limit, CPo= Cot C,,
is, in normalized form,

GNO
= (1-g3 + g$(r, t /3).

(18)

Thus, CPO will greatly exceed CO=MICB when
MI. When rno4 1 and *r., as well, this
condition reduces to a P 1 for the usual MI % 1 situation.
Specific adsorption, where a can be much larger than
unity, can thus lead to a total low frequency capacitance
much greater than the ordinary double layer capacitance
Co[8,%12]. The specific adsorption capacitance and
resistance arise from the terms involving p in eqns (1 I),
(14) and (15).
These results agree with earlier ones[S, 13,151 when
/3 = 0. In particular, when rfio= 0 the resulting value of
CPo,namely r,C,, is just the exact, two-electrode diffuse
double layer capacitance found for complete blocking in
the limit of small applied potential ditTerence[ 17,181.This
is a required result here when rmoand /3 are both zero
since then r t = 0 at all frequencies, a complete blocking
situation.
When rmo= 0 and @# 0, there should be correspondence
between Larryi’s results and those above. In the rmo=O
case, but not otherwise, one may identify L&tyi’s Rs and
Cs with the present Ri and ci. Lanyi’s approximate result
for RS may be written in the form
g;i(r, +B)S

Then, the exact expression for yi, E Z;,! when 7” + m is
YiN=(i~g,:)[tz(l+iR)-‘+0.5E.r.,(1+iR~~))-’1,
(11)
where
gmo= 1 t 0.5rno,

(12)

i& = r,i = ~17~.

(13)

and

To obtain the special Lknyi situation, it is only necessary
to let mo+O. Incidentally, L6nyi makes the approximation
ctnh [M,(l + isl)] = 1, adequate when MI 9 1, the usual
experimental case.
As before, let a subscript 0 denote the 0-0 limit. It
immediately follows from (11) that
Cl,0 = g,$s + PI,

(14)

and
ho = g “.,

Wr, - 1)+ LB
(s +kv*

I

’

(19

where
s=M,ctnb(M,)-1=1+,--l,

(16)

and
p =0.5&d.,.

(17)

Equations (3) and (19) do, in fact, agree with (14) and (15),
respectively, for a+0 when Larryi’s assumption MI * 1
is made. Then rl = Ml = s. The exact results for Cw and
RiN which follow immediately from eqn (11) may be shown
to reduce to eqns (3) and (19), respectively, under the
following conditions: (a) rao = 0; (b)M, B 1; (c) MI B r.,;
(d) R < 1; and (e) Q.. F=1. All these conditions are well
satisfied in Larryi’s work. Equations (3) and (19) should
not be used in place of (1l), when some of these
conditions are not satisfied.
PARAMETER
VALUES
In comparing theory with Larryi’s experimental results
for NaCl, it is of interest to consider the magnitudes of
various quantities which occur in the theory yet are not
directly specified by Lanyi. From Larryi’s theoretically
expected value of Co, - 0.8 pF/cm-* at 4oo”C,one obtains
LDI = 33.2 A on taking c = 6 for NaCl. In turn, this result
yields no = 1.74x 10” cm-“, slightly smaller than the value
of 2.24 x lo’*cm-’ expected for 1OOppm doping with
CaCh and no association. (LBnyi erroneously quotes
1.25 X 10’8cm-3 instead of 2.24 x lo’* cm-‘). It is not
entirely clear what value Larryi found for bulk conductance at 400°C. Using his lower quoted value of
2.5 x 10e6(ohm-cm)-‘, one finds A = 4.04 x 10m7
cm*/sec
from the present value of no. With 1 = 0.1 cm, one obtains
C, 2: 5.31 pF/cm’ and G, = 2.5 x lo-’ mho/cm2, leading to
r~ = 2.13 x lo-’ set and MI = 1.51x lo’. This value of rD
corresponds, for fi = lo--‘, to a frequency of about 7.5 Hz.
On employing Larryi’s values of
3.9 x lo-’ cmlsec and
&O =
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(k/lo) = 0.85see-‘, one.finds L, =L4.59x lo-’ cm, yielding
a = 1.38.It followsfrom this result and the above value of
M, that (r.&ml)=4.16x 16. On the other hand, the
relation (r&, ,) = (I/TDD.)L yields 5.34x ld, showinga
small discrepancy in some of the above input figures.
Agreementis adwte in view of the uncertaintyin some
of these figures. The relations ~~~~(~~~~)k~
and r,t *
&JQ finally yield r., = 0.097 and ml= 1.81X lo-‘.
In order to account for his experimentalresults usinga
form of eqn (J), L&nyirequired values of Coand a about
25 times larger than those above. He heuristically
achieved them by reducing the Lot appearing in the
expressionfor Ce and the first form givenfor a in eqn (4)
by the factor exp ( - e&./2kT), where & is a Frenkellayer static potential ditTerencebetween the free surface
of the material and the bulk[l9]. His assumed value of
(p*= -0.39 volt yields 28.8 for the above factor at
T = WC. ThenM, = 4.35x lo” and a becomes
39.9.It is
likely that this method of ~~~c~g 6#-will at best be a
poor first approximation[S,191,but it will be followed
here since no exact approach is yet available.The 28.8
factor leads to Q GE
2.57 x lo-” set and to mls 2.18Xlo-“.
It appears that somewhatbetter agreementwith L6ny?s
experimentalresults for C&II) of NaCl may be obtained
with the slightly different choices M, =3x lo” and
ml = 5.05x 10-fo,leadingto & = 1% X lb. These values,
together with m, -0.097andx =MODwillbeemployedin
the subsequentcalculations.Here x is a measure of the
extrinsic/intrinsicconcentration ratio[S]. Theoretical results are essentially independent of jxj in the strongly
extrinsic regionwhere hj S ld. The value of a following
from the above choices is 32.01.
NUMElUCAL
BESULTS
AND
DISCUSSION
above numerical values of the parameters have
been used in a computer program to calculate % and
related quantitiesusing eqn (11)for the one-mobilecase.
Fii
2 shows some of the results as a function of
normalized frequency a. Here the normalized parallel
quantities C,, and GPN follow from YTN=Z&=
GPN+ in&, and, in the rBo= 0 case, RON= a, Rw = 1,
and Zlnr= (ZW+ 1)/U+ i WZiN + l)].
The
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Figure 2 showsthat at sufficientlylarge 0, R, and CPN
are both proportional to W. CPN here reaches its highfrequency limiting value of unity by a- lo-‘. At this
same value of Q, & has substantially reached the
limiting value of (2&Q-’= 1.667xIO-’ which follows
from eqn (19).It turns out that the ap~o~te
eqns (3)
and (19) yield results for CW = CsfCo= CWand RS~V
=
Ruyfor the present parameter values within better than
one per cent of the exact values for the range
0 5 n z lo-‘. The true C, and Rw values begin to drop
belowthe Myi high-frequencylimitingvalues,however,
for a> 10-l and are about 10% lower by bl= 1. Such
drops are usually not si~fi~t, however, since most
interestingbehavior occurs for fi < 1.
It is the presence of specific adsorption (a> 0)which
causes RWO
to be largehere and CW and CPNto rise above
their essentially common Q-0 value of CON= M, =
3 Xlo” when a = 0. The approximate fP frequency
dependence of CPMand CL&,
apparent in the figure has
been observed experimentally fairly frequently. Its
appearanceis insufficientevidence to ensure that specific
adsorption is present, however, since it has been
showntlf, 151that similarbehavior can occur when both
positiveand negativechargesare mobileand rZ is real and
constanLDetailedanalysisof experimentalresults over a
widefrequency rangewill,in general,be requiredto allow
discriminationbetween the various situationswhich can
lead to Q-” behavior. Further, the limiting CW slope
found for a appreciablybiggerthan its present value of 32
is actually - 2, not - 1.5.The in - 1.5slopeevident in Fii.
2 thus arises here from the limitedextent of the Cm rise
and is not an intrinsic feature of specitic adso~tion.
Althoughcurves such as those in Fig. 2 are useful, an
overall view of system response can be obtained by
plottingthe real and imaginaryparts of Zr or Znv in the
complex plane as parametric functions of 0 or Q, as in
Fii. 3. The smallleft-handsemicirclein Fig. 3 arisesfrom
C, and R, inparallel;
it is a bulk effect, independentof
electrode boundary conditions, and occurs for fl5; 0.1.
Only when appreciable structure appears to the right of
this semicircle,for 07 0.1,willit generallybe possibleto
explore electrode reaction, adsorption, diffusion, etc.
effects[l3,15].

sl
Fii. 2. Dependenceonnormalized
frequencyof variousparalleland seriesquantitiesfor m. = 0 and otherparameter
valuesas indicated.
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,6-x=2x103
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M,

I,

r,,=O 2

‘no =O

I

I

I

mm=0.097

,

1

The following numerical results for the r,, = 0.2 case
demonstrate the quality of the present equivalent circuit
approximation:

~3x10~

(,, = I

98

x 109

R
lo-’
lo-@
1o-9

ZT?J
1.997-2.996i
I 2.024- 3.031 i
9.924-3.135i
I 9.945 - 3.102 i
10.695- 5.262 i
I 10.695- 5.257 i

The top numbers of each pair are the exact results; the
bottom numbers are the appropriate ones following from
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 4 together with eqns (14) and
(15) for GM0and RiNDI
respectively. As usual, Co= M,C,.
Fig. 3. Compleximpedanceplane plot of the complex conjugate A generalized, slightly more accurate circuit applicable
of Z, for two values of r.,.
when charges of both signs may be mobile will be
presented in a later paper.
Figure 3 includes curves for both r., =0.097 and
Frequently in the past, the admittance Yr has been
r,, =0.2. They show a vertical capacitive rise in
plotted in the admittance plane or the effective complex
-Im(Zm) as Q decreases, occurring at a specific real
dielectric constant, which is proportional to (io)-‘Yr, has
value of Z, which will be designated RcN. This rise
been plotted in the complex plane as Argand diagrams. It
involves the normalized capacitance CPN,,= 1+ Go and
is worth emphasizing that whenever the equivalent circuit
approaches the vertical line at Re(Zm) = RcN asymptotican be well approximated by a series combination of
cally. Here RcN = 1t RiNo,where RjN,,is given by eqn (15)
parallel RC circuits each associated with a single,
with rno = 0. The points marked on the Re(Zm) axis show
well-defined physical process as in Fig. 4, it is more
the circle centers for the right-hand semicircles of Fig. 3.
natural and preferable to plot ZT or Z, in the complex
The unmarked points on the curves occur at fi values v/t0
impedance plane instead of Yr or Ym. Then, each parallel
times the next marked smaller n value. It is clear from
section can contribute a separate arc in the plane,
Fig. 3 that when RN~4 1, so RcN = 1, there will be no
provided the time constants of the sections are sufhciently
significant right-hand semicircle. This semicircle can thus
well separated. Plotting Yr or (io)-‘YT instead mixes
substantially disappear for large r,,, since RiNO+(2/rntm)
together the effects of the separate parallel sections and
for fl a s when m. = 0.
renders analysis considerably more difficult, particularly
It has already been shown that in many specific cases of
when more than two sections are present. Even when the
interest the general equivalent circuit of Fig. 1 may be
arcs in the impedance plane are not semicircles with
transformed with good approximation into a Maxwellcenters on the real axis or when the time constants are
Wagner type of circuit made up of several parallel RC
close enough together to give some melding of arcs,
circuits in series[l5]. The present results are no excepimpedance plane plotting is usually preferable to either of
tion. One finds for M, 9 1 that the equivalent circuit of
the other types of plots.
Fig. 4, which involves only frequency-independent
It is important to note that the general approach of Ref.
elements, is a very good approximation to the exact circuit
[5],
illustrated herein, can involve an rt of any form and
which, of course, involves the frequency dependent Ri
frequency dependence, not just the rt of eqn (5). It also
and Ci elements. The parallel section on the left is entirely
takes direct and integral account of any diffusion of the
associated with bulk relaxation effects. The second
charged species to and from the electrode without the
parallel section arises from ordinary electrode reaction
necessity of the somewhat ad hoc later introduction of
effects in the present I,,, = 0 case where R+J~= 2/r._. Then
such diffusion by Armstrong[lZ]. On the other hand,
both elements of this section are the same as those found
neither the present procedure nor those of Lanyi and
earlier[lS] for the pure electrode reaction case. Finally,
Armstrong account explicitly for any diffusion (in/on the
the last series capacitance takes account of specific
electrode) of the intermediate species. In Armstrong’s
adsorption. When ml -0, this capacitance becomes
situation, it is assumed that both unadsorbed species are
infinite, RD becomes finite, and no specific adsorption
in the (liquid) solution and that both may diffuse. Because
effects remain.
the present work takes proper account of the motion of
the charged species in the material of interest, it
automatically leads to such quantities as C,, RD,R, and C,
rather than requiring them to be added heuristically to the
equivalent circuit, as in Armstrong’s case.
The impedance and capacitance behavior of space
charge systems with charge of one or both signs mobile
Fig. 4. Approximate form of the general equivalent circuit of Fig. and the r Xof eqn (5) will be considered in detail elsewhere
1 in the present M, B 1 case.
for various values of rnorm, and &,. It will be shown that
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when m. # 0 ZT may show i~ctive behavior over an
appreciable frquency range, in agreement with experimental observations[lO,201and the predictions of Armstrong’s work(ll,12], and, when r,0<0, the low frequency lhniting ~erentj~ resistance, R% can even be
negative as well.
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